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Abstract
Each day, the dream of seamless networking and connectivity everywhere is getting closer to
become a reality. In this regard, mobile Ad-Hoc networks (MANETs) have been a hot topic in
the last decade; but the amount of MANET usage nowadays confines to a tiny percentage of all
our network connectivity in our everyday life, which connectivity through infrastructured
networks has the major share. On the other hand, we know that future of networking belongs
to Ad-Hocing , so for now we try to give our everyday infrastructure network a taste of AdHocing ability; these types of networks are called Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN) and routing
features play a vital role in their functionality. In this thesis we examine the functionality of 3
Ad-Hoc routing protocols known as AODV, OLSR and GRP using simulation method in
OPNET17.5. For this goal we set up 4 different scenarios to examine the performance of these
routing protocols; these scenarios vary from each other in amount of nodes, background traffic
and mobility of the nodes. Performance measurements of these protocols are done by network
throughput, end-end delay of the transmitted packets and packet loss ratio as our performance
metrics. After the simulation run and gathering the results we study them in a comparative
view, first based on each scenario and then based on each protocol. For conclusion, as former
studies suggest AODV, OLSR and DRP are among the best routing protocols for WMNs, so in this
research we don’t introduce the best RP based on the obtained functionality results, instead we
discuss the network conditions that each of these protocols show their best functionality in
them and suggest the best routing mechanism for different networks based on the analysis
from the former part.
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IGRP ------------------------------------------- Interior Gateway Routing Protocol
EIGRP ----------------------------------------- Enhanced Interior Gateway Routing Protocol
OSPF ------------------------------------------- Open Shortest Path First
WANs ------------------------------------------Wireless Ad-hoc Networks
IPS ---------------------------------------------- Intrusion Prevention System
MAC ------------------------------------------- Medium Access Control
RReq ------------------------------------------ Route Request
WRP ------------------------------------------ Wireless Routing Protocol
PDe ------------------------------------------- Processing Delay
QD ---------------------------------------------Queuing Delay
TD -------------------------------------------- Transmission Delay
PD -------------------------------------------- Propagation Delay
IP --------------------------------------------- Internet Protocol
RSVP ---------------------------------------- Resource Reservation Protocol
RIP ------------------------------------------- Routing Information Protocol
SMRP --------------------------------------- Simple Multicast Routing Protocol
WSNs ----------------------------------------Wireless Sensor Networks
MPR-------------------------------------------Multipoint relay
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SNA ------------------------------------ System Network Architecture
RTMP ---------------------------------- Routing Table Management Protocol
NLSP ----------------------------------- Network Link Service Protocol
ISO ------------------------------------- International Standard Organization
IETF ------------------------------------ Internet Engineering Task Force
ZRP ------------------------------------- Zone Routing Protocol
TORA ---------------------------------- Temporary Ordered Routing Algorithm
CBRP ---------------------------------- Cluster Based Routing Protocol
AM Route ----------------------------- Ad-hoc Multicast Routing Protocol
MRP ------------------------------------ Mesh Routing Protocol
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Background

Each day, the dream of seamless networking and connectivity everywhere is getting closer to
become a reality. More devices and infrastructures are developed and used with their
bandwidth and connection speed constantly increasing; this comes along with greater network
coverage. These all should support connectivity everywhere.
In this regard, mobile Ad-Hoc networks (MANETs) have been a hot topic in the last decade [1],
[2], [5]. Extensive research has been done pertaining to topics in MANETs and a significant part
of it was on routing issues [1], [3], [6]. But giving it a second thought, one might wonder how
much MANETs are involved in our everyday life and how much we are using it today since the
day they were first introduced. Scrutinizing our current wireless connectivity reveals that apart
from 3G and 4G connectivity (which are also infrastructure based), the other major form of
connectivity is through traditional wireless networks where servers, routers, and access points
are working in an infrastructure mode. Most of our connectivity at homes, universities, and
workplaces is through traditional Wi-Fi networks; the same is true for hotels, airports, gyms,
etc.
On the other hand the fact that networking is moving more toward Ad-Hoc connectivity and
MANETs will find their true place in modern telecommunication in future cannot be denied. As
for today we can try to push our infrastructure-based wireless networks toward more flexibility,
toward MANETs; the result will be a state in between, a network which has the infrastructure
elements as the backbone and the working mechanism, but has the feasibility of Ad-Hoc
working between nodes as well. Surprisingly such networks do exist. Wireless Mesh Network
(WMN) is the closest concept that we have in mind. WMNs are infrastructure-based networks
with mesh elements, such as mesh nodes, routers, APs, which can also play limited Ad-Hoc role.
Compared to MAENTs, much less research has been done on WMNs. And also some of the
work done under the name of WMN serves the MANETs more because of the MANET-like
configurations of the models, authors provided. So WMN are open to structured research with
well configured models. Our goal is to examine more extensively the Ad-Hoc features of WMN.
We evaluate routing in WMN by employing Ad-Hoc routing protocols which are mostly used in
MANETs in our WMN models [8], [9], [20]. Taking such approach we are hoping to address
some routing issues of future MANETs as well [3], [10].
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We will modify network characteristics such as the size of the network (number of nodes),
mobility of some workstations and background traffic and observe the performance of Ad-Hoc
routing protocols during these modifications [2]. We will consider specific candidates of three
groups of Ad-Hoc routing protocols: Proactive, Reactive and Hybrid protocols [4], [7]. These
candidates are: Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV), Geographic Routing Protocol
(GRP), Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR).
Network Convergence time is a key parameter to study the performance of routing protocols;
however, due to the mechanism of the reactive Ad-Hoc routing protocols this parameter
cannot be defined for such protocols. Therefore, we use other network parameters such as
throughput, routing load, packet loss ratio and end-end delay as performance indicators [3], [5].
Results of this thesis will help to determine the preferred conditions suitable for using each of
the examined routing protocols.

1.2.

Aims and objectives

In this thesis we aim to compare the performance of different ad hoc routing protocols in
wireless mesh networks under different circumstances and parameters in terms of less delay,
less packet loss ratio and higher throughput [5] .
The network models will be implemented and simulated in OPNET Modeler v.17.5[22].
More specifically, the sub-goals/objectives are to:






1.3.
-

Identify the key features of WMNs,
Analyze each of the nominated protocols in the OPNET at hand and examine their
compatibility,
Implement network scenarios designed to suit the characteristics of a wireless mesh
network and smooth alteration of the models to provide different situations in a real
mesh network that routing protocols react to,
Apply our routing protocols in provided scenarios, simulate the normal traffic and let
routing mechanisms act,
Collect the results of simulation to study.

Research questions
What are the efficiency parameters that should be expected/ not be expected from
each of reactive and proactive protocols?
13

-

What are the routing protocols which are being used mostly nowadays?

-

How does a hybrid routing mechanism inherit its characteristics from its adjacent
parents? ( reactive and proactive)

-

How does increasing the size of the network (increasing the number of nodes) affect
routing efficiency of different protocols?

-

How does mobility of some nodes in a network affect routing efficiency of different
protocols?

-

How increasing or decreasing the background traffic of a network does affectrouting
efficiency of different protocols?

1.4.

Expected outcomes

Our research questions will be answered based on the main aim and the partial objectives from
the “aim and objectives” section; the answers will be our “excepted outcomes”. The expected
outcomes are our partial, intermediate or the final findings in a try to reach each of the defined
objectives.
These are the findings we will grab our hand on at the end of every part or in different phases;
they are stated based on their type:
-

A short assessment study of different Ad-Hoc routing protocols stating their
characteristics in a comparison table or explanation bullets.

-

3 Implemented network scenarios in different sizes, with the ability to change the
mobility of the nodes and the load of the background traffic.

-

Collecting the results of different simulation-runs on the deigned network models and
displaying it in forms of Tables/ Diagrams.

-

Interpretation of the table and diagrams and providing the reader with the suitable
conditions for using each of the protocols.

The main aim is satisfied through reaching each of these outcomes in an accumulative and
transient way.
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1.5.

Research Methodology

The methods that we will be using throughout the project:
Phase1:
1.1: We will do a thorough literature review to examine the existing techniques. For this
purpose we will conduct searching various Data Bases such as IEEE, Compendex, Google Scholar
and Inspec. The detailed literature review will help us to understand the current techniques and
to develop the theoretical base for our own research. We will examine Wireless Mesh Networks
and their mechanisms, we will count the development of WMNs and their important
applications and their added value to wireless networks [9], [10]. We would also study the
connection means and mobility in WMN and the self healing mechanism it uses when the route
to some nodes is terminated.
1.2: In the second part of literature review by studying characteristics of routing in wireless
networks we give grounds to routing protocols. We assess different Ad-Hoc routing protocols,
stating their attributes and behavior in different network conditions. We will also discuss the
mechanisms of reactive and proactive protocols and how hybrid protocols utilize both of them.
From this we will try to find the specific characteristics of our routing protocols. We would
candidate protocols for our simulation.

Figure 1. Comparative study of different routing protocols in second part of our literature review.[2]
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Phase 2:
In second phase, we will be going to implement and simulate our research ideas. OPNET
Modeler is a reliable simulation and design tool [22]. This is a technical phase, which includes
the transformation of theoretical platform into simulating environment. We will design
scenarios for simulation to provide an environment that represents a wireless mesh network
with fixed server and routers and fixed and mobile nodes. We make these scenarios by varying
the number of nodes and network elements and then varying mobility characteristics of the
workstations and/or altering the background traffic represented in the whole network by
servers.

Phase 3:
Performance evaluation will be conducted in this phase. Simulation results will be studied by a
comparative analysis approach. Comparative analysis will show us how much correlation is
obtained. This phase deals with simulation verification and mostly validation of the results. In
this phase certain network performance parameters such as delay, packet loss and routing load
will be analyzed and based on these parameters the efficiency of the routing mechanisms are
observed. We will run our simulation and collect the results from several scenarios that have
been designed in the last phase. Measured values in form of raw data are the result of
simulation Run, which are based on scenarios with altering number of nodes and mobility. The
results will be presented in tables and graphs to allow easy comparison. We will use Microsoft
Excel to sketch our graphs for better understanding.
Phase4:
In the last phase we present the optimal conditions for each routing protocol. We define the
conditions that each protocol can reach its maximum performance potential. We would also
introduce one protocol that has the best performance in different general conditions.

1.6. Thesis Outline
This thesis Follows as: Chpt.2: introduces our target networks which are WMNs and states their
categories. Chpt.3: gives grounds on Ad-Hoc routing protocols, states different categories and
explains our nominated protocols for implementation. Chpt.4: explains and discusses the
different measurement parameters that are going to be used in our simulation. Chpt.5: talks
about simulation design used in our project. Chpt.6: explains the results obtained from running
16

the simulation scenarios and analyses the outcomes. Chpt.7: Does the concluding of outcomes
and suggest different conditions for each protocol to be used in; it also suggests a preferred
path for future studies.
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2. WMN (Wireless Mesh Networks)
There are two main categories for the nodes in Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN), which are
clients and routers. Each node is capable of being in either of these roles and supports the
functionality of both. This way the only limit for the extension of connectivity of nodes in the
network through a multi-hop communication is absence of a direct wireless transmission path.
Mesh routers comparing to a normal wireless router, support multiple wireless interfaces and
provide some additional functionalities; In contrast mesh clients only have one interface, and
although they take part in routing protocol of the network, they don't have gateway or bridge
functions.
Any device could connect to a WMN through a network interface. Stationary devices like
Personal Computers and IP phones or mobile devices like handheld organizers, RFID readers. In
practice the value of a WMN is the ability of reconfiguration by itself. A design goal is to
maximize the mobility of mesh clients while routers are more likely to be stationary.
Based on the functionality of the nodes in a WMN, their architecture could be categorized in
the following main group:

2.1. Infrastructure/Backbone WMNs:
There exists a mesh router infrastructure with self-configuring model and mesh clients connect to
these routers. Connection to the internet is provided by mesh routers with gateway capability and
the most frequently used protocol is IEEE 802.11 as it can be seen in Figure 2 [19].
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Figure 2. Outline of an Infrastructure WMN [19]

2.2. Client WMNs:
There are no intermediate mesh routers, and clients make a P2P network, where they are
responsible for routing, configuration and client applications themselves. As can be viewed in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Outline of a Client WMN [19]

2.3.

Hybrid WMNs:

A mix usage of previous architectures makes this type. The infrastructure part maintains the connection
to other networks while client part provides the connectivity and routing. See Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Outline of a Client WMN [21]
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3. Ad-hoc routing protocols
3.1. Routing
The process of selecting paths for flow of data instances in a network is called routing. This
process can be found in different types of network such as telephone, digital data or internet
networks. Routing, in digital data networks, employs the packet switching technique, where
routing makes the path of a packet from source to destination through a set of hardware
devices like routers and bridges, using packet forwarding models at each intermediate node.
End-user computers with multiple network cards are also capable of packet forwarding but not
at the performance level of switches, gateways, bridges and routers. The forwarding module of
routing is usually implemented using routing tables, where each received data packet's address
is looked up and outgoing link is determined. Routing ensures that a message gets to the
destination by passing through middle nodes, where each of them performs this routing
procedure (using the routing table).
There are three main types of delivering the data unit based on the type of destinations:
Type
Unicast
Broadcast
Anycast

Condition
When the destination is a special node
when it's supposed to be received by all nodes in the network
When nodes not in sender's group are target of the message
Table 1.Data delivering methods based on the destination

In internet network, the dominant type of message delivery is Unicast. Routing is not the same
as bridging, which takes place in lower level in hardware components, whereas routing is in a
higher level and dealing with more information to be able to perform a more complex analysis
to find the best path between source and destination.

3.2. Routing Protocols
Here we briefly review what a routing protocol is, how it actually works and what its
significance is.
In general it is the relation between the information fields of an incoming message packet and
the outgoing link which it should be forwarded to. The protocol also specifies the means of
exchanging information between routing nodes. It plays an important role in adaption of the
22

network to the dynamic conditions. Routing protocol can be seen as the way path finding
algorithm in intermediate nodes is implemented and the way they communicate with each
other to update the state of whole routing network. The implementation could be either in
hardware or software. Each node collects and maintains some information variables. Instances
are:






Hop count
Bandwidth
Delay load
MTU
Cost

3.3. Common types of Routing Protocols
The common routing protocols which have significant impacts on the communication systems can be
named as follow [11]:












Open shortest Path first (OSPF)
Interior gateway protocol (IGRP)
Enhanced IGRP (EIGRP)
Border gate way protocol (BGP)
Simple Multicast Routing Protocol (SMRP)
Dec-net Routing protocol
Interior gateway protocol (IGRP)
IP multicast
Routing Information Protocol (RIP)
Net ware Link Service Protocol (NLSP)

3.4. Redeveloping Route information Between Protocols
Routers are the vital tools for establishment of a network. It enables you the select desired
protocol. However various conditions can take place. As an example pre existing network is
available, so UNIX machines are responsible for dealing such type of networks. On the other
hand, there is a knowledge gap about running of more than one routing protocols and how
they operate either temporary basis or permanent basis at the same time. Redeveloping or
23

redistribution phenomenon exists is an offered solution for that which a policy exists regarding
the router. Employing multiple domains enables you to fix this issue up.
Routers dealing with routing protocol and also informs the domain about others network as
shown in this figure. The figure simply shows that routers runs routing protocols and inform the
domains as well as updating both protocols. The router indicates metrics to all routers that it
distributes from. See Figure 5.

Figure 5. Router running both RIP and IGRP protocols [16]

3.5 . Routing Protocols in MANETs and WMNs
Link state and distance vector protocols are used in Mobile Ad-hoc networks and wireless mesh
networks. These protocols are mainly manipulated for static topology. There is a major
disadvantage of using these protocols in mobile Ad-hoc networks and in WMNs, since these
steady networks have great dynamic changes. When the number of nodes are large -and as a
result the potential destination can be large- these protocols can create some problems.
But at the same time these protocols are efficient with low mobility. Hence, these routing
techniques are highly recommended in low mobility scenarios. Another issue with these
protocols is the bidirectional attributes of them. It means the transfer data in both direction
between two hosts or client. Since the mobile Ad-hoc networks has their routing protocol, we
should be aware of following terms to be able to know the difficulties and problems of using
these protocols:

3.5.1. Protocols used in Mobile Ad-hoc Networks
MANETs-and also WMNs- was introduced by Internet Engineering Task Force(IETf) to create
networks with no central entity. MANETs and WMNs mainly improves IP routing protocol for
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both static and dynamic techniques. The main routing protocols which are working under such
networks are [11]:













AODV (Ad-hoc on-Demand Distance Vector)
ZRP(Zone routing Protocol)
OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing Protocol)
CBRP (Cluster Based Routing Protocol)
TORA (Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm)
DSR (Dynamic source Routing)
DSDV (Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector)
GRP (Geographic routing protocol)
CEDAR (Core Extraction Distributed Ad-hoc Routing)
AM Route (Ad-hoc Multicast Routing Protocol)
WRP(Wireless Routing Protocol)

These routing protocols have their own attributes and contributions for reliable
communication.
To classify Ad-Hoc routing protocol, their attribute as reactive or proactive protocols in
behavior is used.
The Ad-Hoc protocols are controlling the node decisions of routes between devices in MANETs
and WMNs. A new node in network does not know about the network topology. It discovers
the topology by announcing its presence or by listing from the neighbor nodes. Wireless Ad-Hoc
networks use one of those reactive or proactive protocols or a combination of these two which
is called a hybrid protocol [13].

3.5.2. Proactive Routing Protocols
Proactive routing is such a mechanism in which process of routing is partly pre-calculated or
pre- defined. In order to be able to pre-calculate the routes, nodes store half or full information
of the network topology. These protocols include OLSR, DSDV and WRP. The proactive routing
protocols use shortest path algorithms; hence, the advantage of using these protocols is low
delay and synchronization, since the route is updated and up to the mark. The other advantage
of these protocols is that nodes establish a session and get routing information easily. But if a
link fails, restructure process is slow and nodes need to handle huge amount of data.
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The main disadvantage of these routing protocols is that the information they use is not
recyclable. Proactive protocols are independent of the router and build and maintain routing
information for all nodes. To do that, they constantly broadcast control messages even in idle
mode. It means they use bandwidth even if there is no data flow so they are not bandwidth
efficient [13].
3.5.3. Reactive Routing Protocols
Reactive routing use on-demand policy. It means unlike proactive routing protocols, they do not
pre-calculate the route, but on demand. To deliver a packet from source to target, first the
route -or many routes- should be determined. This step is called resource discovery. Then the
source is in position to deliver packets based on the determined path. Dynamic source routing,
TORA, AODV protocols are included in reactive routing policy. The main disadvantage of
reactive protocols is the risk of breakage of the routes. For instance, there is the possibility to
have some obstacles in the way of communication or based on the movement of nodes, have
some breakage; hence, the procedure must control such breakage and maintenance the route.
Based on these situations, the latency can be increased [13].

3.5.4. Ad-hoc on-Demand Distance Vector
As AODV can be called the enhanced version of DSDV, it can support the routing between
nodes in an MANET or WMN with Ad-Hoc functionality. Although AODV can be called the DSDV
V2.0, but it is a reactive protocol unlike DSDV which had a proactive mechanism. One of the
advantages of this protocol can be mentioned as the fact for passing the information through
nodes, basic requirement for route maintenance is not needed as it is loop free. AODV uses
three main route messages: Route Requests (RREQ), Route Errors (RERR) and Route Replies
(RREPs). These messages activate the node supporting process for every node. Such
information is provided by AODV through the routing process [11].








Sequence numbers
Target IP addresses
Routes stability
Next hop
Hops counting
Neighbor nodes activity
Request, the request should be on at a time.
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In AODV overhead is low and routing traffic is at its minimal due to the fact that it works
proactively. Information of the nodes that are being used recently are not kept and If data
transfer between two nodes are needed, then the route between those nodes are formed in
form of multi-hop routes . In order to avoid counting to infinity AODV uses destination
sequence number (DSN). After this Sequence number based optimal routes are selected by the
process [14].
AODV is also table-driven so, the information of routing is stored in the form of tables which
contains the information of: IP address, DSN, destination, hop count, next hop, flags, life time
and etc [12].
Route Management
If a link gets fails, a notification-RERR- is produced that has the information of nodes and is sent
to the directly affected nodes which cannot be accessed because of this failure and it
invalidates the routes via failed link. This process is run over and over till no more update in
needed.
In the time a node needs to communicate with destination, there is the need for new route
from that node to destination; therefore the source node broadcasts a RREQ message; When
this message arrives at the next hop node, intermediate node or at the final destination a new
route is formed. This message includes the DSN, destination IP address, hop count, next hop,
life time, destination sequence number, and routing flag. In the response to RREQ message the
source receives the RREP message. To manage the routing mechanism, it is vital to point out
the route that is invalidity.
If a link gets fails, a notification-RERR- is produced that has the information of nodes and is sent
to the directly affected nodes which cannot be accessed because of this failure and it
invalidates the routes via failed link. This process is run over and over till no more update in
needed.
3.5.5. Optimized Link State Routing Protocol
OLSR is a proactive routing protocol for MANETs and WMNs. OLSR provides a proper way to
develop a link state protocol and at the same time be able to reduce the size of data which is
being transferred by each message. OLSR can update the route for all the network targets; In a
network which contains large subnets of nodes and these subnets are communicating with
each other, OLSR can offer route optimization. The design idea comes from peer-peer networks
where a central node is not necessary; developing this idea made way to developing a routing
protocol. In a network with the operating OLSR all nodes has the ability to send control
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messages in periodic intervals. OLSR also does not require sequence of messages for routing as
it is done hop by hop [11].
As a Proactive protocol, in OLSR transmission of update information and the route request for
new targets are relatively fast, as a result delay process would be decreased and reliable
communication among large number of nodes is provided. On the other hand since a routing
table kept by each node of network; These routing tables produce higher routing overhead for
OLSR compared to reactive protocols.
By using topology control (TC) and hello packets, nodes get the information of network
topology so that they can discover their neighbors [12].

In OLSR, Hello messages are periodically sent to the neighbors in order to update the status of
every link. Considering nodes A and B as neighbors, a Hello message is sent to node B from A
and if it is received by B then the link is determined as up and asymmetric. It is similarly for the
opposite link. For two way communication, link is called symmetric. Hello messages contain the
data about the neighboring nodes. A node is created in network with a routing table, which
contains the information of multiple hop neighbors. When the symmetric connections are
formed, a minimal number of MPR nodes are selected to relay TC messages with a time
interval. The information about selected MPR nodes is preserved in a TC message. TC messages
also handle Routing calculations [11].

3.5.6. GRP (Geographic Routing Protocol)
As a Proactive Protocol, GRP is a kind of position based protocol. This protocol grids the
geographical area and assigns one node in each grid as a gateway. In a mobile network, as a
gateway node leaves its grid, it copies its routing information to another gateway in its area
which as a substitute becomes a new gateway. As this protocol determines leadership in a grid
to one particular node, routing occurs in an orderly, grid by grid arrangement while the
gateway passes the data packets and route discovery requests and to all neighboring grids[17].
Geographic routing has grown as an efficient routing mechanism in many Ad-Hoc Network
topologies, due to its reliable scalability and that is because of the fact that there is no necessity
to keep explicit routes. Geographic routing protocols have better scalability in Ad-Hoc network
due to two reasons. One can be counted as there is no need to have a global top view of the
topology of the network and its alterations and also it doesn’t necessitates keeping the routing
tables updated. The main mechanism in geographic routing is greedy forwarding. Greedy
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forwarding may fail if the packet encounters a void node –a node that has the shortest path to
a neighboring node becomes unavailable-which is a great disadvantage [17][18].
GRP was designed to lessen the inefficiencies of reactive and proactive protocols—although
GRP itself is a proactive protocol. Reactive protocols suffers from long end-end delays and in
efficiency in flooding in order to determine the routes; on the other hand proactive routing
protocols use excessive bandwidth to maintain routing information; in this conditions, GRP can
address the problems by combining the best properties of both approaches. Nodes in a
network with GRP as the routing protocol, proactively maintains route information to different
destinations in a local neighborhood. This so-called local neighborhood is called a “routing
Zone”, which its size is determined through the parameter Zone Radius”.
By using geographic routing approaches in a network, routers can become stateless as relaying
the routing information is based on the location information of intermediate neighbors the
destination of the packets [18].

3.6. Wireless Mesh Network Protocols
Wireless Mesh Networks are generally considered as the type of mobile ad-hoc networks.
However there are some differences between them. Firstly in wireless mesh networks all most
all the traffic starts from gateways and ends ups also on gateway. Secondly in wireless mesh
networks, nodes are clearly separated from each other either they are in the form of stagnant
nodes or mobile nodes. MANETs are linked with mobile ad-hoc networks, general MANETs
routing protocols can be used in WMNs. Additionally WMNs are new technological networks
which are similar to MANETs. One of the applications of WMNs is that, it provides connection
to an infrastructure node. It plays vital role for providing broadband internet access. The other
successful production of WMNs is Wireless local area network. Routing is basic attribute of
WMNs. The protocols have the clear effect on the behavior of WMNs. Therefore selection of
suitable routing protocol increases the efficiency of network. Some of the effects of routing
protocols in WMNs are listed below [12].
1.
2.
3.
4.

They are responsible to strength the network.
They are helpful to make connection between nodes.
Creates synchronization between nodes.
Provides quality of service in terms of bandwidth utilization, delay, throughput, network
load, and jitter.
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As mentioned earlier general MANETs protocols can be implemented in WMNs, however the
more efficient protocol which synchronizes with wireless mesh networks is mesh routing
protocol (MRP). The protocol creates the continuity between routing paths and gateway
destinations. It has also the ability to select the route, which is basic requirement to make
better communication in WMNs. Many of them have been authorized by IETF, some of them
are reactive and some of them are proactive for example AODV and DSR are implemented for
ad-hoc networks. Wireless mesh technology is the latest well developed technology which has
vital role in the field of telecommunication as well as internet services; however there are still
some challenges and problems which have been faced by trouble shooters. To fix up the
problems in WMNs many projects have been launched such as MAC layer, internet mobility and
transport layer efficiencies. Consequently for designing of routing protocols in WMNs, it must
be considered that almost all the traffic is supposed to flow to and from gateway to internet
systems. Thus routing protocol should be designed to avoid flooding for the discovery of route.
3.6.1. Preliminaries WMNs Routing
To be able to control the main issues like delivery and dynamic connectivity in routing protocols
in WMNs or MANETs following factors are deemed essential [12]:
Path existence: the routing protocol needs a clear path from source to destination to be able to
easily deliver data through the path.
Self healing ability: the routing protocol should be able to reconstruct an alternative path if
there are any changes between the nodes.
Routing wireless in Ad-hoc networks has some other issues:
Overhead respective bandwidth: Overhead is one of these problems which has a vital role in
wireless networks with small bandwidth.
Traffic balance: Routing protocols should have the ability to handle traffic balance on links to
maintain quality of service.
Scalability: Another issue is protocol scalability based on the size of the networks.
Security: Security is another issue to protect network against different attacks like sniffer,
interruption, fabrication and denial of service etc.
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Routing protocols are also highly depending in other layers for example the implementation of
Global position system in wireless Ad-hoc networks. To have a stable routing in WMNs, analysis
of mobility and power consumption is also important.
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4. Performance measurement parameters
Different performance metrics are the useful tools for assessing of routing protocols. They
display various characteristics of the whole network performance. So as to study the effects on
the whole network, evaluation of the packet loss ratio, throughput and End-to-End delay of
selected protocols are done in this comparison performance [13].
Routing Mechanisms are used to find routing paths by keeping network at its best performance
level. Important performance parameters regarding the network systems are as follow:


Per-flow parameters:
Intra-flow QoS parameters such as delay, packet loss ratio, jitters, hop-count,
throughput and interference are discussed in this category.



Per-Node parameters:
Per-node performance of routing mechanisms is result of computation
complexity and power efficiency while the computations.



Network-wide parameters:
Parameters such as total throughput of the network, are used for enhancement
of general performance of the network.



Per-link parameters:
Consists of link quality, channel utilization, transmission rate and congestion.



Inter-flow parameters:
They describe the interaction among the different traffic flows on various links
such as inter-flow interference and fairness.

According to the users’ view, the following 2 groups of performance indicators are:


Direct Performance Parameters:
The parameters that directly affect the end users such as throughput, QoS, and
power efficiency.



Indirect Performance Parameters:
These affect the users indirectly as they affect the “direct performance
parameters “
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4.1.

Throughput

It describes the ratio of total amounts of data that reaches the receiver from the source to the
time taken by the receiver to receive the last packet. Packets per second or bits per second is
the known unit for throughput.
Throughput can be derived from the following equation for a network[15].

Throughput (b/s) =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 ∗𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∗8
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒

4.2. End-to End Delay
End-to-end delay is defined as the average time taken by the packets to pass through the
network and expressed in seconds. In other word, the time which takes a sender generates the
packet and it is received by the application layer of destination that means end-to-end delay is
total time and consists of all delay of network such as transmission time, buffer queues, MAC
control exchanges and delay produced by routing activities.
Different packing delay levels are divergent in various applications. Low average delay is
required in the network of delay sensitive applications like voice. WMN has the characteristics
of packet transmissions due to weak signal strengths of nodes, connection make and break, and
the node mobility. The mentioned issues cause the growing of delay in the network.
Consequently, end-to-end delay is the measure of how a routing protocol accepts the various
constraints of network and shows reliability [12].
End-to-end delay is calculated as:

Dend-end=N[DTrans+DProp+DProc]
As Where:

DTrans = Transmission delay
DProp = Propagation Delay
DProc = Processing Delay
N as an Scalar number can served as an coefficient -here it is 1- because end-to-end delay can
also be defined as combination of the N times Delay of transmission+ propagation + processing.
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From now on we mention end-end delay as delay.

4.3. Packet Loss Ratio
While reaching a full queue, packets intend to be dropped because of the limited queuing
capacity of the routers and the nodes of the network. The network tends to experience more
packets which never emerge to their destinations while the intensity of the network traffic is
rising. When packet is retransmitted, lost packet rate significantly shows performance
characteristics of a WMN, plus the end-to-end delay.
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5. Simulation Design
In this part we think of some situations that would best serve our investigations on how routing
parameters can show the functionality of our routing mechanisms. We think of some general
parameters of network to alter so that we can observe some of the effects on our
measurement parameters. The network parameters we have in mind are: number of nodes –in
this case the number of stations in our WMN (size of the network), the Background traffic
which is the data traffic on the nodes except from the routing traffic that is generated during
the routing procedure and Finally the mobility parameter which is considered as the mobility of
our nodes in the network with a specific speed in the time of routing.
We will:
-

Change the number of nodes for small and large networks that is 15 and 45 nodes.
Change the traffic parameters so that there is either no traffic or moderate amount of
traffic by nodes and server.
Change the mobility parameter to mobile and non mobile nodes.

Based in this 8 different scenarios can be formed that each will have to be run with 3 different
protocols and each of them collecting different parameters; so there will be 24 different
scenarios to be run by our simulator and 24 different cases of comparison of results-based on
the performance parameters and not the scenarios ; analyzing these and concluding based on
the results will be overwhelming for the readers so we chose 4 scenarios which have the most
discriminative parameters to analyze.
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Figure 6. Scenario determination

We choose one scenario as the basic scenario which is the scenario with the small amount of
nodes, little amount of Traffic and no mobility. And then we change the parameters once at a
time to see the effect of each alteration on the network.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Basic : Small, Low-Tr, Non Mobil
Small, Low-Tr, Mobil
Small, High-Tr, Non-mobil
Large, Low-Tr, Non Mobil

For our simulation we use OPNET 17.0; although we had OPNET 14.5 at hand but we went
through a lot to be able to get the latest version of OPNET from Riverbed and get the proper
necessary licenses.
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Figure 7. OPNET 17.5 Start window

Latest version of OPNET comes with WMN settings for MANET and improvements in the Ad-hoc
routing mechanisms that made it more realistic. There is also some graphical change on the
icons and tools which have been intact for many previous versions.
In our Scenarios, whenever small number of nodes is mentioned, it means 15 mobile
workstations (with the ability to move when needed and not necessarily mobile) accompanying
a fixed node server; but large number of nodes in the last Scenario means 45 mobile nodes.
The amount of traffic in a “Low_Tr” scenario represents a FTP server with low load with no
repeatability for the profile, but in “High_Tr” it stands for a FTP server with high load and a
HTTP server with image browsing ability –which stands for high load in HTTP mechanism – all
set to work in a profile with a “simultaneous” Traffic generating mechanism with repeatability
of the processing profile which results in very high background traffic during the simulation
time.
Mobility in our scenarios: we set 3 different mobility profiles for nodes in a way that one third
of the nodes are set to mobility profile no.1, one third to profile no.2 and the last third to
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profile no.3. Each profile has its own limitation in the size of the area nodes can roam in,
different node speeds and start and pause times, etc. this generates a total random mobility for
the nodes in our network resulting in a more realistic environment for a real campus network.

Figure 8. OPNET 17.5 environment for WMNs

Based on the stated design we implement our network, apply the right routing protocol and put
the performance parameters in place, so in the time of simulation-run the parameters would
gather the needed data on routing procedure so that we can analyze the data in the next
chapter. The design steps in the simulator for each scenario are duly explained in the appendix
section.
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6. Execution and results
In this part we focus on the results of the simulation and try to figure out their specification and
the reason behind the behavior of our network.
For reaching a comprehensive analyze of our network behavior we do a step-by-step study of
our results. For that we first analyze the results of each performance parameter of each
scenario by each routing protocol; and in the next step we analyze each of these parameters
from a protocol point of view by each scenario. Then we study the results of these two
approaches together to reach a comprehensive understanding.

6.1. Study of Scenarios
In the last chapter we explained our nominated scenarios as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Basic : Small, Low-Tr, Non Mobil
Small, Low-Tr, Mobil
Small, High-Tr, Non-mobil
Large, Low-Tr, Non Mobil

One by one we will implement each of these scenarios and gather the results; we would study
the results in each scenario and analyze them.
In our first scenario we implemented the case the number of nodes are minimal, there is no
mobility among the nodes and little background traffic, we set the implementation to run for 5
minutes. The traffic generating profile gets activated after 30 seconds from the beginning of
simulation.
We gather the result of each scenario which is each routing protocol. To be able to compare the
results with each other we should place the data from all protocol in one diagram for this we
have to change the display to overlaid statistics. The result we get are displayed “As Is “ which
is equal to data being displayed in a time window; for having a better understanding of the
results in delay and throughput we better view the statistics as “time average”.
6.1.1. Scenario no.1(Basic Scenario)
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Figure 9. Throughput (time average) Blue:AODV, Red:GRP, Green:OLSR

Figure 10. Delay (time average) Blue:AODV, Red:GRP, Green:OLSR
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Figure 11. Dropped Data

As we can see in the first diagram OLSR has a respectively high throughput at around 111kbps
while for GRP and AODV this numbers are around 27kbps and 7kbps. It can be interpreted as
better performance for OLSR, and it is partially true as it allows higher throughput in the
network but we should always have in mind that OLSR has a proactive mechanism and it
generates a lot of data to keep its tables updated, therefore most of that throughput comes
from the generated data by the discrete events in the working OLSR; so the aforementioned
high throughput can be a positive parameter when it doesn’t produce a high convergence time
and doesn’t cause a lot of dropped packets due to low bandwidth. From this point of view we
consider GRP as a medium performance. AODV on the other hand has a very low throughput
and that is because it is a reactive protocol and it dosent produce much routing data when the
network is stable; however 7kbps is very low to be considered as a throughput.
On the other hand by studying the average delay we can see that AODV has a delay of about
1ms as OLSR and GRP has a delay at about less than half of that number (less than 0.5ms). this
is a down point for AODV, as although we don’t have an unstable network but still it has a high
delay comparing to other protocols , but this could somehow be expected as some of the
reactive behaviors of AODV.
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In this scenario neither of our protocols shows any data dropping so we don’t study them for
this manner.
As we could see AODV dosent present a very good performance for a small network with least
amount of alteration in network parameters and we can consider OLSR as a mildly better
mechanism for such a network.
As we mentioned earlier we consider this scenario as the basic simple scenario and study the
other scenarios one by one, comparing the results to our basic scenario and try to explain the
network behavior according alterations took place in the network.

6.1.2 Scenario No.2
In this Scenario we introduce some mobility to our basic scenario with the same amount of
nodes and the same amount of background traffic. We set 3 different mobility profiles for
nodes in a way that one third of the nodes are set to mobility profile no.1, one third to profile
no.2 and the last third to profile no.3. The parameters of the profiles are stated in the
representative table:
Mobility Profile1

Mobility Profile2

Mobility Profile3

Mobility model

Random waypoint

Random waypoint

Random waypoint

Span

10000*10000(m)

10000*10000(m)

5000*5000(m)

Node Speed

Uniform (0,30) (mps)

Constant 50(mps)

Uniform (0,40) (mps)

Start offset

30 (s)

30 (s)

40 (s)

Pause time

200 (s)

100 (s)

N/A

Table 2. Mobility parameters in different mobility profiles

This generates a total random mobility for the nodes in our network resulting in a more realistic
environment for a real campus network. We also enable the trajectory Record and run the
project before the main run so that we can see the print of the nodes movement and ensure
the total random mobility of the nodes. It is pictured as this image.
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Figure 12. Trajectory of the nodes recorded.

From profile settings we go to the results of our protocols performance in our mobile scenario
after a double run of scenarios.
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Figure 13. Throughput (time average) Blue:AODV, Red:GRP, Green:OLSR

Figure 14. Delay (time average) Blue:AODV, Red:GRP, Green:OLSR
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Figure 15. Data Dropped (Real time and time average) Blue:AODV, Red:GRP, Green:OLSR

In the first diagram, we observe a drop in amount of throughput in all three protocols. But as
before OLSR has the highest throughput at about 38kbps, GRP about 18kbps and AODV has a
surprisingly little throughput at 1.8 kbps. It shows that having mobile nodes with high speed
and random mobility causes drainage in the network load and it specially affects AODV.
The second factor that is affected by the movement in AODV is the delay. As we could see in
the second diagram the delay of AODV has a respectively high number as it is about the same
as the basic scenario for GRP and OLSR.
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Pertaining to delay and throughput, the performance of AODV is to be considered “weak”. In
the latter diagram we could see that GRP shows a lot of data Loss in the effect of moving nodes;
it is about 50bps for 5 minutes in average that can be considered a bottleneck for GRP.
Although we also see some data loss in OLSR as well but, performance of OLSR is considered to
be superior to the other two in a network with high mobility.
6 .1.3. Scenario No.3
In the first Scenario we used a profile for traffic called “Low-Tr”. in this scenario we designed a
profile called “Moderate-Tr”; this profile is set to model a network in which users spend a lot of
time on the web, browsing different web websites and at the same time they do considerable
amount of file sharing so that we can model a network of a university campus. Here we
compare the two profiles we created:

Number of applications
App#1
App#2
Start of profile activation
Start of App work
Operation mode
Number of Repetition

Low-Tr
1
FTP_Low
N/A
10th s
20th s
Serial
0

High-Tr
2
FTP_High
HTTP_High(Image_browsing)
10th s
20th , 30th
Simultaneous *
5

Table 3. Traffic generation parameters in different profiles
*Simultaneous mode makes the applications generate traffic at the same time and thus produces high amount of
traffic from the server to nodes and vice versa

We run the simulation with the nodes as the source and the aforementioned profile as the
application and collect the following results.
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Figure 16. Throughput (time average) Blue:AODV, Red:GRP, Green:OLSR

Figure 17. Delay (time average) Blue:AODV, Red:GRP, Green:OLSR
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Figure 18. Data Dropped (time average) Blue:AODV, Red:GRP, Green:OLSR

Comparing to our basic scenario throughput has increased dramatically for all of the protocols
and that is because of the additional traffic we that have to be delivered to nodes in this
scenario, however considering this, OLSR still has the highest throughput among three. The
important point here is that AODV has increased its throughput in a way that it tops GRP in that
manner and GRP has the weakest performance in this parameter.
In the Delay diagram we can see that GRP has the highest delay even though it had the least
amount of throughput and AODV and OLSR has respectively much less delay. The considerable
point here is that AODV shows less delay that OLSR. AODV has the lowest delay in this scenario
although it used to have the highest delay in the last two scenarios.
The same performance from AODV from last two diagrams is repeated in the data loss diagram
as well. Although the amount of dropped data has increased for all three protocols and it is the
first time that we witness data drop or AODV, but the amount of missed data is much less that
what is sensible in OLSR and GRP. OLSR in this manner has most amounts of missed data and
that is a negative point for this protocol, although we should have in mind that OLSR also had
the highest throughput and with higher traffic also comes more missed data.
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6.1.4. Scenario No.4

In this Scenario we don’t alter the mobility nor the amount of traffic in our network; the only
change is that we create a new network with triple amount of nodes i.e. 45 mobile nodes with a
fixed server-but we don’t create any mobility profile. By applying the same profile from our
basic scenario we generate the same amount of traffic among more nodes, so background
traffic among the nodes is even less than before; considering this, with no movement on the
nodes we run the project. Collecting the results show:

Figure 19. Throughput (time average) Blue:AODV, Red:GRP, Green:OLSR

Comparing to the previous scenarios we can see an increase in throughput, in particular OLSR
which has a throughput even higher than the scenario with high traffic. In this Scenario we see
that comparing to our basic scenario all of the protocols have shown an increase in amount of
throughput although no additional traffic was introduced ; this means that increasing the
number of nodes makes routing much more complex than it is expected. But as before OLSR
has a higher throughput than the other two and this time with a considerable gap between
them. OLSR reaches an amount of 1950kbps while GRP stands at 277kbps and AODV has a low
throughput of 34kbps.
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Now let’s look at raw throughput data to realize the mechanism of AODV.

Figure 20. Throughput (real time) Blue:AODV, Red:GRP, Green:OLSR

In the spots that are marked with a brown arrow you can see a sudden increase in the amount
of network load by AODV. Some of these bounces even reach about 1000Kbps in an interval of
less than 10 seconds. These sudden loads happen when AODV gets activated as an reaction to
the environment and starts flooding; studying these show that these peaks shows when AODV
confronts an dead-end route while driving the packets ; so It starts flooding to fix the routing
problem and update the tables.
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Figure 21. Throughput (time average) Blue:AODV, Red:GRP, Green:OLSR

In delay diagram, we can see AODV still has a higher delay than the other two, considering that
this situation was the case before as well, but we can see the delay has an increase comparing
to our basic scenario while it stayed the same for the other two protocols.
We didn’t experience any data drop in this scenario, so we don’t display the diagram.
in general, AODV didn’t show a successful performance in this scenario; OLSR and GRP had
better performance while OLSR showing a huge amount of throughput; this is a positive
parameter for OLSR particularly while it keeps the delay at minimum, but can also be a negative
point since having a throughput about 2Mbps requires a very reliable channel with high
bandwidth; in a crowded network with high traffic this might create a bottleneck for network,
resulting in packet drops and high latencies.
Now we compare the results from a higher level, the routing protocol performance by each
scenario.
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6.2. Study of routing protocols
We recorded the performance data from each scenario; we take a close look at the recorded
numbers in our tables
6.2.1. ADOV
Let’s take a look at the amount of throughput we recorded for our only reactive protocol.
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Figure 22. Time_average throughput Records for different AODV scenarios in time percentage (b/s)

The highest amount of throughput for AODV is when it has to pass through a lot of traffic to
different nodes, where majority of the passed data are not routing overhead, however ADOV is
successful to deliver the traffic. The weakest performance in this view is when nodes are in
movement. The average throughput drops to 1.8kbps which is multiple times less than a normal
stable network (basic scenario).
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Figure 23. Time_average delay Records for different AODV scenarios in time percentage (s)

As it is evident AODV with mobile nodes works slowest in delivering the packets –although it
has very low throughput-in this manner the scenario with background traffic shows the least
amount of delay among the altered scenarios and has a good performance from this point of
view.
In AODV only the high traffic scenario shows some packet drops. The details are sketched in the
diagram below.
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Figure 24. Time_average dropped data Records for ADOV in time percentage (b/s)

The mean amount of dropped data is 2.3bps which compared to the throughput this scenario
passed i.e 627kbps is to be overlooked.
This part gives us the idea that AODV has poor performance for a WMN or MANET that is in full
mobility. Instead it has an acceptable performance when there is high demand for traffic
passage.
6.2.2. OLSR
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Figure 25. Time_average throughput Records for different OLSR scenarios in time percentage (b/s)
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The considerable point in this diagram is very low throughput of OLSR in a network with mobile
nodes and how this protocol boosts its throughput when the number of stations of the network
increases; the ratio is exceeds 52 times more.
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Figure 26. Time_average delay Records for different OLSR scenarios in time percentage (b/s)

The Scenario with High_Tr Profile shows a high number as the routing delay which is negative
point, instead the large Scenario which had the highest throughput among all protocols and
scenarios has an acceptable delay as low as 0.00048 second which is near the delay of basic
scenario. The appealing point is about the mobile scenario that has a delay of even less delay.
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Figure 27. Time_average dropped data Records for OLSR in time percentage (b/s)

We witness data drop in the scenario with high traffic, it is about (5.2k/683k)=0.7% of the
throughput so it is not in a severe situation but it is to be considered that mobile scenario is not
the preferred scenario in OLSR. On the other hand the large scenario presents very high
throughput while it keeps the delay very low and doesn’t cause any data loss pertaining to
buffer overflow or exceeding of retry threshold.
6.2.3. GRP
Similar to OLSR, GRP also performs the routing process by using routing tables, however unlike
OLSR, GRP generates much less amount of routing load that usually results in not having high
throughput, therefore in this case having a low throughput is not actively a negative point
unless it results in recording of low performance in other parameters . Considering this point
we go on for assessing the records of GRP.
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Figure 28. Time_average throughput Records for different GRP scenarios in time percentage (b/s)

Similar to AODV, the high traffic scenario possesses the most amount of throughput –better to
say generates the most amount of traffic- among the other scenarios. On the second rank we
observe the large network scenario that records a number of 277kbps for throughput and on
the bottom are the basic and mobile scenarios; looking at this raw diagram might incept that
these scenarios has close performances in throughput, however by taking a closer look on the
diagram and the numbers the actual difference in numbers is revealed. It can be viewed in the
figure below.
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Figure 29. Comparison of numbers of throughput of scenarios in performance of GRP

Looking at this figure reveals that the throughput of mobile scenario is as low as 17kbps which
is nearly two times lower than the basic scenario and it means that some instances of route loss
has been experienced; therefore unlike other protocols GRP will possibly show some amount of
data drop in this scenario as a result of route loss.
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Figure 30. Time_average delay Records for different GRP scenarios in time percentage (b/s)
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In this Figure it can be interpreted that having a network with high amount of traffic can
severely affect the performance of GRP. Apart from this the other scenarios show acceptable
performance; in particular large network scenario has an outstanding performance considering
that it showed more than 277kbps as throughput.
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Figure 31. Time_average dropped data Records for GRP in time percentage (b/s)

On the contrary to other two protocols, in GRP mobility causes data loss as high as 15kb during
the 5 minutes simulation; but comparing to data loss that happens in our high traffic scenario
i.e. 4.7kbps it is a tiny amount. Mobile and high traffic scenarios are not preferable scenarios
for GRP.
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7. Conclusion and future work
In the last part we presented and studied the result of the simulation; in this chapter we
conclude our investigations.
As stated as one of the goals and contributions of this thesis, unlike many similar researches
before, this study is not going to announce and/or promote one particular routing protocol as
the “chosen” or “winner” protocol that has better performance [11], [12], [13]. Instead here we
are going to bring about the conditions that each of the protocols can work with high efficiency
and suggest the appropriate routing mechanism for different networks. We do so as we believe
AODV, OLSR and GRP are the some of the most suitable routing protocols for WMNs among the
wide pool of Reactive, proactive and Geographical routing protocols available and there is very
little need to compare the functionality of these protocols with other routing mechanisms –this
is what former studies suggests.
Therefore, here we state in our findings in network (WMN) and routing protocol point of view.

Networks:
In a simple small network with low amount of background traffic, and low mobility similar to
our basic scenario we expect that we can use OLSR as our best option that can pass
considerable amount of throughput with low delay and minimal packet loss.
A network with low amount of traffic that is distributed among the small number of mobile
stations which traject with random mobility and speed is a complex scenario for routing. This
network puts low amount of data through and instability of nodes in this network causes OLSR
to drop data and for AODV it is the reason behind high delays; however GRP which is less
affected by environmental factors has a better functionality and can be used in such networks.
For a network similar to our high traffic network scenario we expect data drop in routing
mechanisms. In AODV we witness the least amount of data drop and it is inherited from the
reactive mechanism of AODV. When there are not any major changes in a network topology or
number and state of nodes, no flooding and broadcasting needs to be done by AODV so there
are only little amount of routing data that does not blend with the traffic data for distribution,
so the data drop is minimal and also delay is at lowest amount.
When we are dealing with relatively large networks we tend to have high throughput for most
of the routing systems. OLSR in this manner has a large number of throughput and at the same
time it keeps the delay at its minimum and shows no data drop; GRP also presents a low
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amount of delay although doesn’t project a high throughput. On the contrary AODV is not our
favorite protocol here as it records high amount of delay. Our suggestion for this scenario is
OLSR; GRP can also be used. One point to be considered is that GRP as a Semi-Proactive, SemiReactive protocol, utilizes the high bandwidth for heavy throughput at the beginning of the
routing process and OLSR has high throughput during the whole process of routing; in a
network with many nodes it should be insured that bandwidth with very high capacity is at
hand in order to prevent bottlenecks from getting formed in the WMNs when there is a heavy
traffic with high demand of routing load from OLSR and GRP.

Protocols:
Let’s consider that we are suggesting the most suitable application for a routing protocol.
Starting by AODV we should count that as a reactive protocol that gets activated on demand, it
has a minimal routing traffic, but might have difficulty in routing if we have a lot of failing
nodes; as a result it can be best utilized in a small and medium sized network with very low
amount of mobility and high stability of nodes and is best suggested in mesh networks with
high traffic since it passes very little routing traffic.
OLSR sends periodic messages at predetermined intervals to keep the routing tables updated;
as a result it consumes high bandwidth but decreases delay for route discovery; therefore it is
recommended to be used for a large network and not to be used for a network with heavy
traffic. Generally OLSR should not be used in a network that suffers from bandwidth shortage.
Having both characteristics of proactive mechanisms and reactive ones, GRP usually shows a
very high throughput in the beginning of routing process which demands high capacity channels
in a WMN; however when that phase is passed the need for high capacity bandwidth will
subside, therefore it can be beneficial when used large network with low traffic. GRP can also
show an acceptable performance in networks with medium mobility.

Future work:
It might seem that comparing the results with the simulation result from other routing
protocols like DSDV, DSR and TORA will be suitable start point for future studies, but as we
stated earlier, previous studies suggested that AODV, OLSR and GRP are by far the most
suitable routing protocols for a wireless mesh network. On the other hand as network
parameters we altered mobility, traffic and number of nodes, therefore –by looking at the
simulation design chapter of this thesis- 8 scenarios should have been formed by altering all the
parameters step by step that –as stated earlier- in order to avoid complication, we
implemented only 4 scenarios which only one parameter changes in each scenario. The next
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step for future research can be implementing the mentioned scenarios and investigating their
performance in a combined scenario of high number of nodes, mobility and heavy traffic.
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8. Appendix
Simulation Steps*:
First Scenario ( Basic Scenario)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Choose Campus or office as network of size 1000 x 1000 meters.
From the object palette to the workspace, drag 15 wlan_wkstn mobile nodes.
Drag one wlan_server fixed node to the workspace.
Select all go to “Protocols  IP  Addressing  Auto Assign IPv4 addresses”
When still all the nodes are selected, right click on a node and click edit attributes.
Choose a protocol, AODV for first time.
Check mark ”Apply to selected objects” and click OK.
Put an application_config from the object palette into the workspace, set the name as
“App-Confg” or sth of choice and then edit attributes.
9) Under the “application definitions”, set number of rows equal to 1.
10) Enter the application name as FTP_low.
11) Under the description menu, choose FTP and from the drop down menu apply low to it.
12) Check mark”Apply to selected objects” and click OK.
13) Drag a profile_config into workspace from object palette, set its name as “Prof_Confg”
or a name of choice and edit the attributes.
14) Under profile configuration menu, set number of rows equal to 1.
15) Set its name as Low_Tr.
16) Under applications, set number of rows to 1.
17) Under application name, set its name to FTP_low.
18) Set the Start time offset to constant=20s.
19) Set the Duration to End of profile.
20) Under the repeatability, set inter-repetition time, to uniform= (0,100).
21) Number of repetitions of application should be “ Unlimited”
22) Set the Start time offset to constant=10s.
23) Set Duration to End of simulation.
24) Under the repeatability option, set inter-repetition timeto constant = 300s.
25) Set number of repetitions to 0.
26) Click OK.
27) Go to “Protocols  Applications  Deploy Defined”.
28) From left transfer all mobile nodes under the category of source on the right and transfer
the server under the FTP_server on the right.
29) Apply and Ok
*

In this step by step manual don’t forget to save the work after every few changes
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30) Right click in workspace and choose individual statistics. In it go to Global Statistics, in
the Wireless lan category select, data drop, throughput and delay
31) Go to” Scenario  Duplicate Scenario”
32) Name the new scenario as OLSR
33) Repeat the steps 5, 6 and 7 and but this time set it to OLSR instead of AODV
34) Go to” Scenario  Duplicate Scenario”
35) Name the new scenario as GRP
36) Repeat the steps 5, 6 and 7 and but this time set it to GRP instead of AODV
37) After you saved all the scenarios Click on “Manage Scenarios”
38) “collect” the results for each scenario for the simulation- run of 5 minutes
39) After it is done close it and right-click in the workspace window and click on view
results. You can see the select what scenario and what parameters in it to be shown, you
can select multiple options and see them as comparative.
Second Scenario (Mobility Scenario)

Repeat the first 30 steps of the first scenario, then …
I.
Drag one mobility_config from palette to workspace set its name as
“mobil_confg” or some other name of choice and edit attributes
II.
Under the random mobility profile, set number of rows equal to 3 and name each
of them as mobility profile1, 2 and 3
III.
Set the specification of each profile according to table below
IV.
Click Ok
V.
Select 5 of the nodes
VI.
Go to Topology  Random Mobility Set Mobility Profile. And set the nodes
for Mobility_profile 1
VII.
Repeat the V and VI steps for two times more for Mobility_profiles 2 and 3
VIII.
Repeat the steps 31-39 from the basic scenario

Mobility Profile1

Mobility Profile2

Mobility Profile3

Mobility model

Random waypoint

Random waypoint

Random waypoint

Span

10000*10000(m)

10000*10000(m)

5000*5000(m)

Node Speed

Uniform (0,30) (mps)

Constant 50(mps)

Uniform (0,40) (mps)

Start offset

30 (s)

30 (s)

40 (s)

Pause time

200 (s)

100 (s)

N/A
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Third Scenario (Traffic Scenario)

Repeat the 39 steps for basic scenario but in the steps 9, 10 and 11: set the number of
rows to 2; set the names to FTP_High and HTTP_High; set high load to them. And in the
profile configuration part which is steps 13 to 25 , change the specifications as the table
below for High_Tr; also in the step 28 move the server under the FTP and HTTP
category.

Number of applications
App#1
App#2
Start of profile activation
Start of App work
Operation mode
Number of Repetition

Low-Tr
1
FTP_Low
N/A
10th s
20th s
Serial
0

High-Tr
2
FTP_High
HTTP_High(Image_browsing)
10th s
20th , 30th
Simultaneous *
5

Forth Scenario (Large Scenario)

Repeat the 39 steps of the first scenario, only number of nodes shall change to 45
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